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BEAM INTENSITY CONTROL FOR DIFFERENT 
WRITING RATES IN A DISPLAY SYSTEM 

The invention herein described was made in the 
course of or under a Contract or Subcontract 
thereunder with the Air Force. - 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention: v 
The present invention generally relates to a digitally 

controlled display system and, more particularly, to a 
novel beam intensity control arrangement for such a 
display system. - ' 

2. Description of the Prior Art: . 
Typically, in a digitally-controlled display system of 

the type which includes a display unit, such as‘ a 
cathode ray tube (CRT), each line or symbol is dis 
played by de?ecting the beam of the tube to successive 
points on the tube’s display surface to form successive 
strokes. The amplitudes and relationships of beam 
de?ection voltages for each stroke control the stroke 
length and its direction along two orthogonal axes, 
which are generally referred to as the X and Y axes. 
Although each stroke is produced during an equal time 
period, which is the clock period of the digital circuitry, 
since strokes’ lengths are not necessarily equal, the dis 
played strokes are of varying intensities unless the 
beam's intensity is controlled as a function of each 
stroke’s length. ‘ 

In the prior art, beam intensity control is accom 
plished by generating an analog signal which is propor 
tional to the rates of change of the de?ection voltages 
which are used to de?ect the beam to produce each 
stroke. However, this can be accomplished only by em 
ploying voltage differentiating circuits. These circuits 
increase system complexity and often do not provide 
sufficient control for the production of a display with a 
high enough intensity uniformity. Thus, a need exists 
for a new arrangement for beam intensity control for a 
display system in which different length strokes are 
formed or written during equal clock periods. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It is a primary object of the present invention to pro 

vide a novel arrangement for controlling beam intensity 
in a digitally-controlled display system. 
Another object of the invention is to provide beam 

intensity control means in a display system, in which 
beam intensity is controlled by other than the dif- ' 
ferentiation of de?ection voltages. 

' A further object of the invention is to provide, in a 
digitally-controlled display system of the type in which 
the display is formed by different length strokes written 
during successive equal clock periods, beam intensity 
control to make each stroke be of a uniform intensity. 
These and other objects of the present invention are 

achieved by providing an arrangement which is sup 
plied with the writing rates of each stroke along the X 
and Y axes. These rates represent the stroke's length 
along the two axes. The rates are converted into analog 
signals and are supplied to a novel length estimator 
whose output is an estimate of the stroke's length L. 
The estimator implements the equation L=k(X/2 + Y/2 
+ H2) where X and Y represent the stroke’s writing 
rates along the X and Y axes, P is the larger of X or Y 
and k is either equal to one resulting in an estimate 
error of 12 percent, or is equal to 0.94, resulting in an 
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2 
estimate error of :6 percent. The estimated length is 
used to control the beam's intensity so that strokes of 
different lengths have the same intensity. 
The novel features of the invention are set forth with 

particularity in the appended claims. The invention will 
best be understood from the following description 
when read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings. ‘ 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is an example of a displayed letter R formed 
by a succession of strokes; ' 

FIG. 2 is a chart of the writing rates for each of the 
strokes shown in FIG. 1; . 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a beam intensity control 
arrangement in accordance with the teachings of the 
present invention; _ 

FIG. 4 is a curve useful in explaining the estimate 
error produced in accordance with the teachings of the 
present invention; . 

FIGS. 5a, 5b, 6, 7a and 7b are diagrams of curves or 
signals useful in explaining the operation and purpose 
of different units, shown in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of the novel part of the 
arrangement shown in FIG. 3; and 

FIG. 9 is a partial schematic diagram of a modi?ca 
tion of the arrangement shown in FIG. 8. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The invention may best be described by ?rst con 
sidering the type of system in which the invention is in 
corporated. The invention is assumed to be incor 
porated in a display system in which each line or sym 
bol, such as the letter R, shown in FIG. 1, is formed by 
one or more strokes formed on a display surface 12. 
The surface may be assumed to define a plurality of 
points 14 arranged in a matrix of rows in a vertical 
direction or axis Y, and columns in an X axis. The 
distance or length between adjacent rows or columns 
represents a unit of length. The symbol, such as R, is 
formed by de?ecting an unblanked beam during each 
clock period between selected points to form or write a 
succession of strokes, designated A-l-l. In the present 
explanation, it is assumed that the maximum stroke 
length along each axis is not more than 3 units of 
length. 

In practice, for each symbol to be displayed, de?ec 
tion or writing rates for each stroke may be stored in 
terms of the stroke’s length along each axis. The infor 
mation for each stroke is then sequentially read out 
during each clock period, during which the stroke is 
formed. For the particular example, the information 
may be as outlined in the chart shown in FIG. 2. As 
suming that at a given point in time, the beam is at 
point 140 at which the letter R is to be displayed, the 
letter may be displayed by ?rst forming stroke A, by 
providing the beam with a de?ection rate of 0 units in 
the X axis, represented by 0X, and +3 units of de?ec 
tion in the Y axis, represented by +3Y. Each of the 
other strokes 8-6 is formed during a successive clock 
period, while the beam is unblanked. The beam could 
then be returned from point 14b to point 143 during a 
succeeding clock period during which the beam is 
blanked, and during the following clock period stroke 
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H would be formed to complete the display of the letter 
R. 

It should be apparent that since the strokes may be of 
different lengths, though each is formed during an 
equal period, their intensities would be inversely pro 
portional to their lengths unless beam intensity control 
is provided. In accordance with the present invention, 
this is accomplished by using the X and Y de?ection 
rates of each stroke, as the beam is de?ected to form 

r the stroke, to compute an estimate of the stroke's 
length. The estimated stroke’s length is then used to 
linearly control the beam’s intensity so that all strokes, 
regardless of length, are of the same intensity. The in 
vention includes a simple, yet highly novel circuit for 
stroke length estimating. ' 
The invention is diagrammed in block form in FIG. 3 

wherein blocks 22 and 24 represent storage ‘units which 
respectively store the X and Y deflection rates or 
simply the X and Y rates for each stroke of a particular 
symbol to be displayed. One example of such rates is 
represented in FIG. 2. Assuming that maximum rate in 
each axis is 3, the X rate in binary representation of a 
particular stroke is supplied to X buffer 26, at the start 
of the clock period when the stroke is to be formed, 
while the stroke’s‘Y rate is loaded in Y buffer 28. The 
buffers are assumed to be of the parallel input parallel 
output type. 
The invention includes a delay unit 30, which 

together with units 22 and 24 of unit 20 are clocked by 
a clock pulse in line 31. The function of the delay unit 
30 is to delay the supply of the clock pulse to the buf 
fers which when clocked unload their contents in paral 
lel into D/A converters 32 temporarily 34. Thus, the 
function of the buffers is to temporarily hold the X and 
Y rates during the clock delay period provided'by unit 
30. The function of this delay unit will be explained 
later. Brie?y, it is to compensate for the inherent time 
delay of present day de?ection ampli?ers. 
The converters 32 and 34 respectively convert the X 

and Y rates into analog signals which are supplied to a 
novel stroke length approximator 35. The latter pro 
vides an analog signal which is a close approximation of 
the length, designated L,.of the particular stroke which 
is being formed. 

I As is appreciated, L may be expressed in terms of X 
and Y by 

L = V X1 + Y‘. To generate theexact value of L, 
based on the above expression, requires the use of 
logarithmetic ampli?ers which are expensive and 

complex. This requirement is eliminated in the present 
invention by having approximator 35 approximate‘the 
length L by a relatively simple arrangement, with a 

total error of less than 12 percent. If desired, the error 
can be reduced to be not greater than 6 percent. 

> In operation, approximator 35 implements the equa 
tion ' I 

L=k(S/2 + Y/2 + P12), 
where K is a selected constant nand P is either X or Y 
depending on which is the largest of the two rates. If a 
plot of this approximation is made for the equation 

V cos’0+sin 0=1 
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with 0 varying from 0° to 90°, the resulting graph is as 
the one shown in FIG. 4. Basically, this graph is 
generated by adding Vi cos 0 and 5‘: sin 0 + 1/: of either 
cos 0 or sin 0 which ever is greater and determining the 
percent difference of the sum from one (1). It can be 
seen that the total error is less than 12 percent and is al 
ways greater than the true value. If the sum is mul 
tiplied by a k’ factor of 0.94, the error never exceeds :6 
percent, as represented by the dashed line 36. 
As will be shown hereafter approximator 35 is imple- . 

. mented in a novel manner to provide the length ap 
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proximation in accordance with the equation 

L = k (X/2 + Y/2 + H2). 
Thus, the amplitude of the output of approximator 

35 is a close estimate of stroke length with an error of 
not more than 6 percent if k=0.94 and of not more than 
12 percent if k=l. This output is supplied to an amplifi 
er driver 40 through a controllable gate 41. Preferably, 
the output of the approximator 35 is adjusted by a 
pedestal level adjuster 42. The function of the latter is 
to adjust the approximator output so that the intensity 
level of the symbols is substantially the same as other 
elements, such as lines, which are displayed on the dis 
play surface 12. The driver 40 drives a non-linear video 
ampli?er 43 whose output is supplied to the display 
unit to control beam intensity such as by controlling the 
negative voltage in the grid of the display tube. 
As is appreciated by those familiar with CRT’s, a 

CRT has a non-linear transconductance as shown in 
FIG. 5a wherein the abscissa denotes grid to cathode 
voltage designated V” and the ordinate designates 
beam brightness. To compensate for this non-linearity, 
the amplifier 43 is chosen to have a non-linear gain as 
shown in FIG. 5b. Therein, line 44 represents an ideal 
gain characteristic, while lines 45a-45c represent ac 
tual gain characteristics of a non-linear ampli?er. 
Gate 41 is controlled by a leading and trailing edge 

control unit 45 which is assumed to be supplied with a 
beam unblank/blank signal. Basically, unit 45 consists 
of two manually adjustable one shots. Their operation 
may best be explained in conjunction with FIG. 6. As 
suming that the unblank/blank signal is a positive signal 
46 whose positive leading edge 47 at t, represents the 
unblank signal, one of the one shots is operated to pro 
vide a positive signal 48 starting at t, where tb-ta is ad 
justable. Thus, positive signal 48 opens gate 41. 
Likewise, when the negative trailing edge 50 of signal 
46, representing the blank signal, is received at 1,, the 
second one shot is activated to provide a negative 
signal 51 with a leading edge at t‘, where trt, is ad 
justable. Signal 51 closes the gate 41. Such an arrange 
ment provides an advantageous control for stroke start 
and end points. 
The operation of the system described so far may 

best be summarized with a speci?c example which will 
be explained in conjunction with FIGS. 70 and 7b. Let 
it be assumed that a symbol 60 (FIG. 7a), consisting of 
two strokes 61 and 62 is' to be displayed and the 
required de?ection rates'of the two strokes along one 
axis such as the X axis are as designated by lines 64 and 
65. It is also assumed that stroke 61, in addition to hav 
ing twice the X de?ection rate of'stroke 62, is the 
longer of the two. Let it be assumed that the beam is at 
a point 66 and that at time t, a system clock pulse 67 
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(FIG. 7b) is applied to unit 20. Unit 20 provides the 
CRT with X and Y de?ection rates for stroke 61. In 
FIG. 7b, only the X de?ection rate represented by line 
64 is shown. . 
As is appreciated, due to the delay in present day 

de?ection ampli?ers, the de?ection of the beam from 
point 66 to end point 67 starts at a low rate until the full 
de?ection rate is achieved as represented'by line 64a. 
This delay is designated by td and is accounted for by 
delay unit 30. Thus, whereas the unit 20 supplied the X 
and Y rates to buffers 26 and 28 at t,, they do not 
change state until they are clocked by the delayed 
clock pulse 67d at time :1’. 
At time t, the gate 41 is operated by the unblank 

signal 70 which is provided by unit 20 through control 
unit 45. Consequently, the potential at node 41:: rises 
from a reference potential such as ground to a potential 
or voltage controlled by the pedestal level adjuster 42. 
This level is represented in FIG. 7b by numeral 71. 
Then at t,', the buffers are clocked and receive the X 
and Y rates for stroke 61. They in turn activate the con 
verters 32 and 34 whose analog outputs are operated 
upon by approximator 35. The latter estimates the 
length L of stroke 61 and raises the potential at point 

20 

25 
41): above the pedestal level 71 by an amount propor- , 
tional to the length L. This is represented by line 73. 
Thus, it is seen that while the beam is de?ected to form 
stroke 61 its intensity is controlled by a potential at 
point 41x, represented by line 75 which is a function of 
its length. 
At time :2, one system clock period after t,, the unit 

20 is again clocked to supply the X and Y rates for 
stroke 62. However, due to the delay t, the beam does 
not reach the end of point 67 of stroke 61 until t1’. 
Thus, until t,’ the intensity of the beam is controlled by 
the level represented by line 775 which is a function of 
the length of stroke 61. Then at t,’ the buffers are again 
clocked to be set to the X and Y rates of stroke 62. 
Since stroke 62 is shorter than stroke 61, the approxi~ 
mator’s output is reduced as represented by line 80. 
Consequently, the voltage at 41x which controls beam 
intensity is decreased during the formation of stroke 
62. The intensity controlling voltage at point 41x for 
stroke 62 is represented by line 82. 
The unit 20 is again clocked at t, and since the end of 

the symbol 60 was reached its output to the buffers is 
set to zero. However, due to the delay t, the beam does 
not reach the end point 84 of stroke 62 until is’, when 
the buffers are loaded with the all zero values. Con 
sequently, the contribution to the potential at 41x is 
only that of the pedestal adjuster 42, as represented in 
FIG. 7b by line 71. Thereafter, during the next system 
clock pulse at I‘, the unblank signal 70 is terminated 
and the beam is blanked by the closing of gate 41 so 
that the potential at point 41x is again zero. If desired, 
the unblanking signal 70 may be terminated by unit 20 
at t, and control unit 45 may be used to actually close 
the gate 41 at time t, after t,’ as represented by dashed 
line 84. 7 
From the foregoing description it should thus be ap 

preciated that in the present invention, the intensity of 
the beam as it is de?ected to form each stroke of a sym 
bol is controlled as a function of stroke length. Con 
sequently, the strokes which may be of different 
lengths, though formed during equal duration clock 
periods, are of substantially uniform intensity. 
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6 
Reference is now directed to FIG. 8 which is a sche 

matic diagram of one embodiment of the approximator 
35, the gate 41 and the pedestal level adjuster 42. Basi 
cally, the approximator 35 comprises a resistance net 
work which includes equal resistors R1, R2 and R3. 
Also shown is a capacitor C. One side of the capacitor 
is grounded and the other is connected to a point 41x. 
The output of digilog 32 at which the analog value X is 
applied is connected to point 41:: through R1 and to 
the anode of a diode D1, while the output of digilog 34, 
at which the analog value Y is applied, is connected to 
point 41x through R3 and to the anode of diode D2. R2 
has one end connected to point 41:: and the other end 
to the anode of a diode D3, whose cathode is con 
nected to the cathodes of D1 and D2 at point 92. The 
anode and cathode of D3 are connected to positive and 
negative'voltages, such as +l5V and —l5V through re 
sistors 74and 75 respectively, so that D3 is always for 
ward biased. 
The pedestal level adjuster 42 is shown comprising a 

variable resistor 97, connected across a potential of 
+l5V, and with its movable arm connected to point 
41X through a resistor 98. The gate 41 consists of a 
switchable transistor Q1, shown for explanatory pur 
poses as being of the NPN type. The emitter of O1 is 
grounded and the collector is connected to point 411:. 
The base is connected to control unit 45 through re 
sistor 100 and through a resistor 101 to a negative 
potential such as —I5V. ' 

In operation, during beam blank periods, O1 is con 
ducting or ON thereby connecting point 41x or.capaci 
tor C to ground through the transistor's collector to 
emitter junction. The pedestal level adjuster 42 is set to 
provide the desired pedestal level, designated by nu 

v metal 71 in FIG. 7b, to the driver 40 through an output ‘ 
resistor 102. When the unblanking signal 48 (See FIG. ' 
6) is applied to the base of Q1 from the control unit 45, 
O1 is driven to cut off or OFF. Thus, the potential at 
41x rises to tee level controlled by the setting of resistor 
97. This level is represented by line 71 in FIG. 7b. Then y 
when the buffers are clocked such as t,’, the outputs of 
the digilogs 32 and 34 represent the X and Y de?ection 
rates of the stroke being formed, whose L is approxi 
mated by approximator 35. } 

As'previously pointed out, the approximator 35 esti 
mates L by deriving a value 

k (X/2 + Y/2 + H2). 
In FIG. 8, k is assumed to be 1. Assuming that X > Y, the 
desired estimated value of L is ’ 

In the circuit shown in FIG. 8, when X > Y, i.e., the 
input from 32 is greater than the input from 34. Con 
sequently, diode D1 becomes forward biased and D2 is 
backbiased. The voltage drop across D1 is compen 
sated by the voltage drop across D3. Consequently, the 
output of digilog 32 is effectively connected to terminal 
41:: through R1 and R2 in parallel which effectively 
represents 54R. However, digilog 34 at which the Y rate 
is applied is connected to terminal 41x‘v through R3=R. 
Thus effectively the rise in potential at 411: is a function 
of X+Y/2. 
On the other hand when Y>X, D2 is forward biased 

and D1 is backbiased. Thus, the total increase of the 
potential at 41x is related to Y+Xl2. When X=Y due to 

l060ll 0612 
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some difference between the actual properties of D1 
and D2, one of them becomes forward biased and the 
other is back biased so that the potential increase is re 
lated to either X+Yl2 or X /2 + Y. However, since X=Y, 
the resultant increase in the same, regardless of which 
diode is forward biased. ‘ _ 

As previously pointed out, in FIG. 8, k is assumed to 
be 1 in which case the maximum error is 12 percent. If 
desired k can be made to equal 0.94 for an error of 16 
percent by incorporating a variable resistor 95, as 
shown in FIG. 9, and by setting it so that only 0.94 of. 
.the potentialat terminal 41x is applied to the driver 40 
through resistor 102. 
From the foregoing it should thus be appreciated that 

the arrangement of resistors R1-R3, diodes Dl-D3, 
capacitor C and resistor 95. is very simple, and is capa 
ble of providing a close estimate of L which is the 
stroke length, as a function of its length along the 
orthogonal axes X and Y. Such an arrangement 
eliminates the need for integrating ampli?ers to derive 
true length as a function of W . Although the 
length approximator has been described in connection 
with controlling beam intensity in a display system, it 
can be employed whenever a distance between two 
points is to be computed, if the distances between the 
points along two orthogonal axes are known. 
The invention has been described in connection with 

controlling beam intensity when strokes which together 
form symbols (such as the letter R) are produced. It 
should be apparent that if desired a separate length ap 
proximator with its associated pedestal level adjuster 
and gate may be used to control beam intensity when 
strokes which form parts of lines or other displayed ele 
ments are produced. The generated intensity control 
signal from such an arrangement can be supplied to' 
ampli?er driver 40 as represented in FIG. 3 by line 108. 
Although particular embodiments of the invention 

have been described and illustrated therein, it is recog 
nized that modifications and variations may readily 
occur to those skilled in the art and consequently it is 
intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such 
modi?cations and equivalents. 
WHAT IS CLAIMED l8: 
1. in a digitally-controlled display system of the type 

in which a display is formed on a display surface of a 
display tube containing a de?ectable beam whose in 
tensity is controllable by producing a succession of 
strokes, each stroke being formed by de?ecting the un 
blanked beam from a selected stroke start point on said 
surface to a selected stroke end point, each stroke 
being formed during a ?xed clock period, with the 
strokes being of varying lengths, the system further in 
cluding data containing means which contain data re 
lated to the length of each stroke along a ?rst axis and 
its length along a second orthogonal axis, an arrange 
ment for controlling the beam intensity as a function of 
stroke length, comprising: 

?rst means for utilizing during each clock period the 
length data along said ?rst and second axes of a 
stroke to be formed during said clock period and 
for estimating the stroke’s length between .its start 
and end points, the estimated length de?nable as L 
being a function of 

nix/2 + m + m). 
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8 
wherein X represents the stroke ‘s length ‘along said ?rst 
axis, Y represents the stroke’s length along said second 
axis, P is the greater of X or Y and k is a constant; and 
second means for utilizing the estimated stroke 

length for controlling the intensity of said beam as 
it is de?ected from the stroke’s start point to its 
end point. 

2. The arrangement as recited in claim 1 wherein 
k=l. 

3. The arrangement as recited in claim 1 wherein 
k=0.94. 

4. The arrangement as recited in claim 1 wherein _‘ 
said data containing means contain the stroke’s length 
data along said X and Y axes in digital form and said 
first means include buffer means for receiving the 
stroke’s length data along each axis from said data con 
taining means and for holding it during the period when 
said beam is‘ de?ected from the stroke’s start point to 
its end point, and said ?rst means further include con 
verting means for converting said data in said second 
means during said period into related analog signals. 

5. The arrangement as recited in claim 4 wherein 
said ?rst means include estimating means coupled 
between said converting means and said second means 
for providing the latter with an input potential which is 
a function of the estimated strokelength. 

6. The arrangement as recited in claim 4 wherein 
said converting means include a ?rst converter for 
providing an analog‘signal which is a function of the 
stroke’s length along the X axis and a second converter 
for providing an analog signal which is a function of the 
stroke’s length along the Yaxis, said ?rst means further 
including estimating means coupled to said ?rst and 
second converters and further coupled to said second 
means at a junction point, for providing at said junction 
point a potential which is a function of the estimated 
stroke length. 

7. The arrangement as recited in claim 6 wherein 
said estimating means comprises ?rst, second and third 
resistors, said first resistor being connected between 
said ?rst converter and said junction point, said third 
resistor being connected between said junction point 
and said second converter, said second resistor having 
one end coupled to said junction point, and diode 
means for coupling the other end of said second re 
sistor to said ?rst and second converters, whereby 
when the analog signal from said ?rst converter is 
greater than the analog signal from said second con 
verter, said ?rst and second resistors are effectively in 
parallel and when the analog signal from said second 
converter is greater than the analog signal from said 
?rst converter said second and third resistors are effec 
tively in parallel. 

8. The arrangement as recited in claim _7 wherein 
said diode means include ?rst, second and third diodes 
with their cathodes connected together at a common 
point, the anodes of said ?rst and second diodes being 
respectively connected to said ?rst and second conver 
ters, the anode of said third diode being connected to 
said other end of said second resistor and means for 
maintaining said third diode in a forward biased state. 

9. The arrangement as recited in claim 8 wherein 
Fl when the potential at said junction point is directly 
applied to said second means. - 

l060ll 0613 
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10. The arrangement as. recited in claim 8 further in 

cluding variable resistive means at said junction point 
for controlling the percentage of the potential at said 

‘ junction point which is applied to said second means to 
thereby control the value of k to be less than 1. 

11. In combination with a display unit of the type 
which includes a beam which is de?ectable on a display 
surface from one point to another to form a stroke 
therebetween, the unit including means which’ are 
responsive to a beam intensity control signal to control 
the beam intensity, and a symbol data storage unit 
which contains the de?ection rates of each stroke of a 
symbol to be displayed in terms of the stroke’s length 
along two orthogonal axes of said display surface, said 
axes being de?nable as X and Y, said unit being clocka 
ble by a clock pulse of a sequence of clock pulses sup 
plied ‘thereto to supply said display‘ unit with the 
stroke's de?ection rates in said X and Y axes so as to 
de?ect said beam from the stroke’s start point to its end 
point, an arrangement for controlling the intensity of 
said beam as it is deflected to form said stroke, the ar 
rangement comprising: 

from said storage unit the 
de?ection rates of said stroke along said X and Y 
axes and for converting said rates into a potential 
at an output junction of said ?rst _ means, said 
potential being a function of k(X/2 + Y/2 + P12), 
wherein X represents the stroke’s X de?ection 
rate, Y represents the stroke's Y de?ectionrate, P 
is the greater of X or Y and k is a constant; and 

second means for utilizing said potential to providev a 
beam intensity control signal to said display unit, 
said control signal being a function of the am 
plitude of said potential. 

12. The arrangement as recited in claim 11 wherein 
the X and Y de?ection rates from said storage unit are 
in digital form, said ?rst means include a first buffer for 
receiving the stroke’s X de?ection rate from said 
storage unit and a second buffer for receiving the 
stroke’s Y de?ection rate from said storage unit, ?rst 
and second digital-to-analog converters coupled to said 
?rst and second buffers for converting the digital 
stroke’s de?ection rates in said buffers into related X 
and Y analog signals, and stroke length estimator 
means for providing said potential as a function of said 
X and Y analog signals. 

13. The arrangement as recited in claim 12 further 
including delay means responsive to said clock pulse 
for providing said ?rst and second buffers with a 
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‘ thereto. 

is 
delayed activating clock pulse to activate said buffers 
to receive said X [and Y de?ection rates from said 

and to hold said rates therein until a sub 
'activating clock pulse is applied 

storage unit 
sequent delayed 

14. The arrangement as recited in claim 12 wherein 
said stroke length estimator means comprises ?rst, 
second and third resistors, said ?rst resistor being con 
nected between said ?rst converter and said junction 
point, said third resistor being connected between said 
junction point and said second converter, said second 
resistor having one end coupled to said junction point, 
and diode means for coupling the other end of said 
second resistor to said ?rst and second converter, 
whereby when the analog signal‘ from said ?rst con 
verter is greater than the analo signal from said second 
converter, said ?rst and secon resistors are effectively 
in parallel and when the analog signal from said second 
converter is greater than the analog signal from said 
?rst converter said second and third resistors are effec 
tively in parallel. _ 

15. The arrangement as re ited in claim 14 wherein 
said diode means include first, second and third diodes , 
with their cathodes connected together at a common 
point, the anodes of said ?rst and second diodes being 
respectively connected to said ?rst and’second conver 
ters, the anode of said third diode being connected to 
said other end of said second resistor and means for 

I maintaining said ‘third diode in a forward biased state. 
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16. The arrangement as recited in claim 15 wherein 
k=l when the potential at said junction point is directly 
applied to said second means. 

17. The arrangement as recited in claim 15 further 
including delay means responsive to said clock pulse 
for providing said ?rst and second buffers with a 
delayed activating clock pulse to activate said buffers 
to receive said X and Y de?ection rates from said 
storage unit and to hold said rates therein until a sub 
sequent delayed activating clock pulse is applied 
thereto. -' g p 

18. The arrangement as recited in claim 17 wherein 
_§k-—-l when the potential at said junction point is directly 
applied to said second means. 

19. The arrangement as recited'in claim 17 further 
including variable resistive means at said junction point 
for controlling the percentage of the potential at said 
junction point which is applied to said second means to 
thereby control the value of k to be less than 1. 
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